EDF European Championship 2021 – Terme Olimia – Slovenia
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Friday 20.08.2021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 1 and 2
EDF Single Man / Woman Cricket Cut Throat
Registration deadline: 7:00 PM
Play starts at 7:15 PM
Game Mode: Cricket Cut Throat (20 Rounds)
All EDF players are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semifinal (losing and winner-round) and the final are played on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be
thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The
winner of the bull throw begins the 1st and the 3rd leg (if the best of 5 is always played in this sequence). The winner
of a leg is the player who has after 20 rounds less points. In the case of a tie, the leg is decided by a bull.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 3 and 4
Open Single Man / Woman High Score
Registration deadline: 8:00 PM
Play starts at 8:15 PM
Game Mode: High Score (7 Rounds)
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both
Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg. If the points
are equal, 3 darts have to be thrown, the higher score wins.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Saturday 21.08.2021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 5
EDF Triple Mixed
Registration deadline: 10:45 AM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 701 Double Out on 1 Display / Team without round limit
All EDF players are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semifinal (winner- and losing round) and the final are played on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be
thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The
winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the
1st leg (at best of 5 is always in This sequence continued).
ATTENTION: The Bull-Throw and each leg always starts the woman.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 6
Open Single Under 17
Registration deadline: 1:45 PM
Play starts at 2:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who did not reach the age of 18 on August 21, 2021 are entitled to participate. Double K.O.
Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull.
If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 7 and 8
Open Single Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 2:00 PM
Play starts at 2:15 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both
Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 9 and 10
Open Single Man / Woman Split Score
Registration deadline: 7:45 PM
Play starts at 8:00 PM
Game Mode: Split Score (9 Rounds)
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both
Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg. In the case
of a tie, the leg is decided by a bull.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sunday 22.08.2021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 11 and 12
EDF Double Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 10:45 AM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out on 4 Positions (League) without round limit
All EDF players are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semifinal (winner- and losing round) and the final are played on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be
thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The
winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the
1st leg (at best of 5 is always in This sequence continued).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 13
Open Double Under 17
Registration deadline: 1:45 PM
Play starts at 2:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out on 2 Positions (No League) without round limit
All EDF players who did not reach the age of 18 on August 22, 2021 are entitled to participate. Double K.O.
Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull.
If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 14 and 15
Open Double Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 2:00 PM Man / 2:45 PM Woman
Play starts at 2:15 Man / 3:00 PM Woman
Game Mode: 501 Double Out on 2 Positions (No League) without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both
Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 16
Open Double Mixed (1 Man and 1 Woman)
Registration deadline: 7:45 PM
Play starts at 8:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out on 2 Positions (No League) without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both
Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
ATTENTION: The Bull-Throw and each leg always starts the woman.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 17
Open Single
Registration deadline: 7:45 PM
Play starts at 8:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit

All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both
Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Monday 23.08.2021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 18
EDF Double Mixed (1 Man and 1 Woman)
Registration deadline: 10:45 AM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out on 4 Positions (League) without round limit
All EDF players are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semifinal (winner- and losing round) and the final are played on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be
thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The
winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the
1st leg (at best of 5 is always in this sequence continued).
ATTENTION: The Bull-Throw and each leg always starts the woman.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 19 and 20
Open Single Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 2:00 PM
Play starts at 2:15 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to
throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 21
Open Double DYP
Registration deadline: 7:30 PM
Play starts at 8:30 PM
Game Mode: 501 Master Out on 2 Positions (No League) without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. The double partner is
allocated. There are 2 pots - one with set players and one with unseeded - made to avoid gross injustices! Double K.O.
Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull.
If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 22
EDF Steel Dart Qualification (Single)
Registration deadline: 7:45 PM
Play starts at 8:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out Steel Dart
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. K.O.mode best of 3 till 33. Place, then best of 5. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown, the winner starts the 1st leg,
the 2nd leg begins the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the 1st leg (at best of 5 is
always in this sequence continued). Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they
have to throw again. The best 8 Players qualifies to EDF Steel Darts Finals (Wednesday 25.08.2021).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tuesday 24.08.2021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 23 and 24
EDF Single Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 10:45 AM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semifinal (winner- and losing round) and the final are played on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be

thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The
winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the
1st leg (at best of 5 is always in this sequence continued).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 25
EDF Single Under 14
Registration deadline: 11:45 AM
Play starts at 12:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who did not reach the age of 15 on August 24, 2021 are entitled to participate. Double K.O.
Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semi-final (winner- and losing round) and the final are played
on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins the other player,
the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the 1st leg (at best of 5 is always in this sequence continued).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 26
EDF Single Under 18
Registration deadline: 11:45 AM
Play starts at 12:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who did not reach the age of 19 on August 24, 2021 are entitled to participate. Double K.O.
Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Note: The semi-final (winner- and losing round) and the final are played
on 3 won legs (best of 5). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins the other player,
the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the 1st leg (at best of 5 is always in this sequence continued).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 27 and 28
Lucky Loser Single Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 2:00 PM
Play starts at 2:15 PM
Game Mode: Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament and who played EDF Single (Man/Woman/Under
14/Under 18) at Tuesday are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the
beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they
have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Start 9:00 PM Winners ceremony for al completed tournaments!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wednesday 25.08.2021
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30 AM Opening Ceremony (Entry of the Nations)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 29 and 30
EDF Nations Cup Man / Woman (Team)
Registration deadline: Tuesday 24.08.2021 at 12:00 PM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
Eligible are only EDF players who are registered as Nations Team and do not participate in any other tournament. A
team consists of min. 4 to max. 8 players. All players must play with a uniform dress. A round robin round (group of 3
or 4) will be played, followed by a grid with K.O. Round.
Round Robin: 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs decides the game. At the
beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they
have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The match report is always filled out
in 4 blocks (4 Players), whereby within a block cannot be changed. The winner of an encounter receives 2 points, in
the case of draws 1 point each in the table.

K.O. Round Nations Cup: 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs decides the
game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The
match report is always filled out in 4 blocks (4 Players), whereby you cannot change within a block. In a tie, a double
is played on 4 positions (league) best of 3. The 2 players for the doubles are free to choose.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 31
EDF European Cup Pro (Team)
Registration deadline: Tuesday 24.08.2021 at 12:00 PM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
Eligible are only EDF players who are registered as European Cup Pro Team and do not participate in any other
tournament. A team consists of min. 4 to max. 8 players. All players must play with a uniform dress. A round robin
round (group of 3 or 4) will be played, followed by a grid with K.O. Round.
Round Robin European Cup Pro: 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs
decides the game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The
match report is always filled out in 4 blocks (4 Players), whereby within a block cannot be changed. The winner of an
encounter receives 2 points, in the case of draws 1 point each in the table.
K.O. Round European Cup Pro: 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs
decides the game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The
match report is always filled out in 4 blocks (4 Players), whereby you cannot change within a block. In a tie, a double
is played on 4 positions (league) best of 3. The 2 players for the doubles are free to choose.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 32 - 34
EDF European Cup Man (Team)
Registration deadline: Tuesday 24.08.2021 at 12:00 PM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Master Out without round limit
Eligible are only EDF players who are registered as European Cup Man Team and do not participate in any other
tournament. A team consists of min. 8 to max. 16 players. All players must play with a uniform dress. A round robin
round (group of 3 or 4) will be played, followed by a grid with K.O. Round.
Round Robin European Cup Man 501 Double / Master Out: 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the
total number of won legs decides the game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins
against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and
the loser starts the 2 leg. The match report is always filled out in 2 blocks (8 Players), whereby within a
block cannot be changed. The winner of an encounter receives 2 points, in the case of draws 1 point each in the table.
K.O. Round European Cup Man: The group winner of each Round Robin group plays a K.O. Round 501 Double
Out (Level A), the runner-up plays 501 Master Out (Level B). In a group of 4, the first 2 teams play in the K.O.
Round in Level A, the group third in Level B. Each group last can register for the Lucky Loser (K.O. Round 501
Master Out) Competition. 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs decides the
game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The
match report is always filled out in 2 blocks (8 Players), whereby you cannot change within a block. In a tie, a double
is played on 4 positions (league) best of 3. The 2 players for the doubles are free to choose.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 35
EDF European Cup Woman (Team)
Registration deadline: Tuesday 24.08.2021 at 12:00 PM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
Eligible are only EDF players who are registered as European Cup Woman Team and do not participate in any other
tournament. A team consists of min. 4 to max. 8 players. All players must play with a uniform dress. A round robin
round (group of 3 or 4) will be played, followed by a grid with K.O. Round.
Round Robin European Cup Woman: 8 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs
decides the game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players

throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The
match report is always filled out in 2 blocks (4 Players), whereby within a block cannot be changed. The winner of an
encounter receives 2 points, in the case of draws 1 point each in the table.
K.O. Round European Cup Woman: 8 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total number of won legs
decides the game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players
throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts the 2 leg. The
match report is always filled out in 2 blocks (4 Players), whereby you cannot change within a block. In a tie, a double
is played on 4 positions (league) best of 3. The 2 players for the doubles are free to choose.
Tournament No. 36 and 37
Open Single Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 7:15 PM
Play starts at 7:30 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to
throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 22
EDF Single Steel Darts Finals
Play starts at 8:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out Steel Darts (best of 5/7)
4 Round Robin groups, with the best 2 of each group qualifying for the final. Final K.O. Tournament plan on 3 won
legs (best of 5) to the 9th place, then best of 7. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins
against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner starts the 1st leg, the
2nd leg begins the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the 1st leg (at best of 5/7 is
always in this sequence continued).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thursday 26.08.2021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 29 – 35
K.O. Round Nations Cup and European Cup (Team)
Play starts at 10:30 AM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 34
K.O. Round EDF European Cup Lucky Loser (Team)
Registration deadline: Wednesday 25.08.2021 at 10:00 PM
Play starts at 11:00 AM
Game Mode: 501 Master Out without round limit
Eligible are only EDF players who are registered as European Cup Man Team and do not participate in any other
tournament. A team consists of min. 8 to max. 16 players. 16 individual games are played on each 2 legs; the total
number of won legs decides the game. At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull. If
both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner begins the 1st leg and the loser starts
the 2 leg. The match report is always filled out in 2 blocks (8 Players), whereby you cannot change within a block. In
a tie, a double is played on 4 positions (league) best of 3. The 2 players for the doubles are free to choose.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 38 and 39
Open Single Man / Woman
Registration deadline: 2:00 PM
Play starts at 2:15 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit
All EDF players who do not participate in any other tournament are entitled to participate. Double K.O. Tournament
plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). Double Bull wins against Bull. If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to
throw again. The winner begins the 1st and the 3rd leg.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tournament No. 40
Open Single Under 17
Registration deadline: 2:45 PM
Play starts at 3:00 PM
Game Mode: 501 Double Out without round limit

All EDF players who did not reach the age of 18 on August 26, 2021 are entitled to participate. Double K.O.
Tournament plan on 2 won legs (best of 3). At the beginning, the bull has to be thrown. Double Bull wins against Bull.
If both Players throw Bull or Double Bull, they have to throw again. The winner starts the 1st leg, the 2nd leg begins
the other player, the eventual 3rd leg begins the player who has begun the 1st leg (at best of 5 is always in this
sequence continued).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Start 9:00 PM Winners ceremony for the Team tournaments!!
ATTENTION: DRESS CODE
There is a dress code for all competitions. The following important regulations must be
observed in all applications:
 Flip flops or bath sandals are forbidden!!
 Prohibited are so-called carrier t-shirts without sleeves!
 All players of a team must have same shirts for the team competitions!!
 In the Steel Darts Finals all players have to play with dark trousers and a dart shirt,
furthermore only with closed shoes can be played!
 Players or teams called to the stage for official EDF competitions must wear long
trousers, closed shoes and T-shirts with sleeves.
TOURNAMENT RULES


Drinks are not allowed in the sports hall.

 Smoking in the hall is strictly forbidden!!
 In the case of gross disciplinary misconduct, a player may be excluded from the
competition. If need be, a prohibition of entry can also be pronounced!
 Athletic contentious cases in a competition are exclusively decided by the tournament
management. A complaint has to happen immediately during the game, cannot be
accessed afterwards.
 In the normal case, always count the score that the device displays. Exception with the
CHECK: the counts also, if the device does not switch off, if the dart is clearly in the
double. The prerequisite for this is that each player is convinced before the start of his
litter that the dart-machine is ready for his play.
 Changes are reserved to the tournament management.

